


Alex was an outstanding realtor 
from start to finish! He met with 
us about a month before we 
were ready to list our home. At 
that time he shared the results 
of an extensive listing search of 
homes that had sold in our area 
over the past year. We discussed 
pricing, listing date and his 
recommendations for staging. 
When we were ready to list Alex 
sent a professional stager and 
photographer.

-  JEANIE G .

When you need a Realtor that 
will go the extra mile look no 
further than the The Glaser Group. 
Not only will they locate very 
compelling properties that meet 
search criteria, the Glaser team 
are very helpful in evaluating each 
option and guiding you through 
the buying and selling process.

-  JOHN M.

Alex is a very professional agent, 
he is knowledgeable of the area 
market. Alex was able to help us 
to establish a fair asking price 
for our property, provided tips 
on how to prepare for the sale. 
Recommended and arranged 
for experienced contractors for 
necessary repairs to complete 
the sales. Alex also provided 
timely communications from the 
buyer agent. We definitely will 
recommend Alex to anyone.

-  JEFF & ROSA R .

THE GLASER GROUP
GET RESULTS

The average Realtor in Richmond only sells 3 homes a year...

With over 300 reviews and a 5-star rating.

EVERY 3 DAYS!
WE SELL A HOME

REVIEWED REALTORS IN RICHMOND
ONE OF THE MOST

SOLD & PENDING HOME SALES

132 in 2019 113 in 2018 107 in 2017

READ MORE REVIEWS AT ALEXSELLSRICHMOND.COM/REVIEWS



Our neighbors and my family put 
our homes on the market at the 
same time. Theirs sold very quickly, 
ours did not. They used The Glaser 
Group.. 

Six months into our house being 
on the market we finally switched 
and our house had an offer within 
a few weeks. They were fantastic. 
Very responsive, great use of 
technology to market our home, 
and great at communicating with 
us. 

-  MARK & JESSICA Y.

THE GLASER GROUP

WE WILL...

Increase your sales price by giving honest and 
straight-forward advice to get your house ready 
to sell.

1

Maximize qualified buyers through your front 
door and into your property until it is sold.2

Provide guaranteed communication 
throughout the transaction.3

Negotiate the highest possible sales price and 
the best terms and conditions once an offer is 
received.

4

Get your transaction closed as smoothly as 
possible.5

The average Realtor in Richmond only sells 3 homes a year...

With over 300 reviews and a 5-star rating.

EVERY 3 DAYS!
WE SELL A HOME

REVIEWED REALTORS IN RICHMOND

READ MORE REVIEWS AT ALEXSELLSRICHMOND.COM/REVIEWS



GETTING YOUR HOUSE 
READY TO SELL

1. Advise on changes to your property 
to attract as many potential buyers as 
possible.

2. Arrange for a professional stager 
to provide additional advice on house 
preparation as needed.

3. Provide you access to our extensive 
library of products to help you get your 
house ready for sale. 

View the list at: alexsellsrichmond.com/
rewards-program

4. Coordinate a pre-listing house inspection 
if needed.

5. Ensure your house is competitively 
priced through a comparative market 
analysis and estimate your expected 
proceeds.

PUTTING YOUR HOUSE 
ON THE MARKET

6. Hire Tour Virginia Homes to take world 
class photos of your home to market it 
to it’s highest potential (including dusk 
twilight shots and aerial drone photos, if 
appropriate).

7. Hire Miles Agee Productions to film a 
professional 4k movie of your house.

Watch our 4K movies at youtube.com/mralexglaser

8. Create a Zillow 3D Tour of your house.

9. Increase exposure through our highly 
visible six foot tall Long & Foster post sign.

10. Place lead-in signs on street corners 
to guide buyers to your house (if allowed).

11. Submit your home to the local Realtor 
MLS (Multiple Listing Service), the central 
database for all houses listed for sale.

PLAN OF ACTION



SELLING YOUR HOUSE 
QUICKLY

12. Provide weekly updates regarding 
the activity on your house and the 
marketplace. 

13. Maximize exposure on all of the top 
real estate websites, including Zillow, 
Trulia, and Realtor.com. This is in addition 
to our extensive network of internet Real 
Estate marketing websites. 

View the full list of websites at 
listhub.com/publisher-list.html

14. Upload the Video & 3D tours to Zillow’s 
back end. This ensures your house shows 
up as high as possible in Zillow & Trulia 
search results. It also intergrates the tours 
directly into the photos making them easy 
to find and view.

15. Proactively prospect to identify 
potential buyers in your marketplace. 

16. Regularly communicate with the other 
top agents in our marketplace and share 
information about your house so their 
buyers are aware your house is for sale.

17. Contact agents with buyers who have 
search criteria that match your house.

18. Showcase your house on 
longandfoster.com.

19. Share your house on all of our social 
media platforms, including Facebook and 
Instagram. This includes buying additional 
Facebook & Instagram ads to promote 
your house directly to buyers where they 
spend the majority of their time, on their 
phone!

20. Supply you with a link to the photos, 
3D Tour, and 4K movie so you can share it 
with your friends, family and neighbors to 
increase the exposure of your house to the 
people that want to help you the most.

21. Take advantage of the Long and 
Foster brand: the number #1 Brokerage in 
Richmond.

22. Leverage our relationship with our 
relocation department to get your house 
in front of more out of town buyers.

23. Stay informed on financing options that 
a prospective buyer could utilize. 

24. Financially prequalify prospective 
buyers for your house.

25. Coordinate with brokers and agents 
who wish to preview your house.

26. Utilize our 24-hour showing center so 
you never miss an opportunity to show 
your house to a buyer. 

Steps Taken to Get Your House Sold: A Proactive Approach

View more details and examples at alexsellsrichmond.com/marketing



SELLING YOUR HOUSE 
QUICKLY (CONT.)

27. Follow up with every agent that shows 
your house and send you buyer feedback 
to you as soon as we receive it.

28. Allow the buyers of your house to use 
The Glaser Group’s moving truck for FREE, 
giving them yet another reason to buy 
your house over another one.

29. Work 7 days a week, always available 
for you. 

30. Ensure the highest level of customer 
service by leveraging the support of our 
team & staff. This means we have more 
time available to focus on getting your 
house sold!

ACCEPTING AN OFFER

31. Represent you on all offers presented 
and assist you in negotiating the best price 
and terms. 

32. Assist with all the necessary 
disclosures required for the sale of your 
house.

33. Coordinate with your attorney who will 
draw up a deed to transfer the title to the 
buyer.

34. Utilize our transaction coordinator to 
make sure no details are missed, making 
the closing process as smooth as possible.

35. Advise you in the negotiation of the 
buyer’s property inspection repair request.

36. Set up inspections for termite, well 
and/or septic (if necessary) and deliver 
paperwork to the closing attorney.

37. Provide any additional paperwork to 
attorneys and lenders that may be needed 
to complete your transaction, such as a 
repair addendums or extra disclosures 
required by the lender.

38. Update you frequently on the current 
status of your transaction until closing. 

39. Review and confirm the accuracy of 
your Closing Disclosure (CD) statement 
before closing.

40. Ensure you have received your 
proceeds from closing.

After every sale, we make a donation in your 
name to Richmond Animal League. This donation 
will cover the costs to care for a homeless pet 
from the time it is rescued until it finds it’s forever 
home!

Learn more about the “Sell A House, Save A Pet” 
program at: alexsellsrichmond.com/giving-back



HOW LONG IS YOUR LISTING AGREEMENT?

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO TO SELL OUR HOUSE?

An agent that overprices your house is often afraid to tell you the truth up front or just wants a listing 
to cultivate other leads. Buyers will tell you what they are willing to pay for a house like yours, not 
the agent.

I HAVE A FRIEND IN THE BUSINESS...

ANOTHER AGENT SAID THEY COULD GET US MORE 
MONEY...

The reality is, the company does not sell your home, your agent does. Your Glaser Group agent 
is committed to being the best agent for you. Please compare this marketing Plan of Action, 
online reviews, and overall track record to the other agents you are considering.

WE ARE CONSIDERING ANOTHER COMPANY...

Our most common listing agreement length is 3 months. However, this is not set in stone and can be 
shorter or longer based on your goals and timeframe. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

Have a question? Ask us!

Almost everyone knows someone in the real estate business. Do you want to ensure you sell 
this house for top dollar, or do you just want to do your friend a favor? Consider this a business 
decision.

Do you really want to be at a clear disadvantage when marketing your home? You have to 
market your home to two groups, buyers and their agents. If you were a Realtor who, on 
average, only sells three homes a year, how excited would you be to sell a home at a lower 
commission? Paying a normal commission helps in marketing to Realtors and ultimately helps 
you net the most money possible.

There are two types of real estate agents, passive and active. We are active agents. This means 
when you list your home with us, we will spend our time actively and aggressively marketing your 
home to the public and to other agents in the community. Please refer to this marketing Plan of 
Action in its entirety.

ANOTHER AGENT SAID THEY WOULD DO IT FOR LESS...

FREQUENTLY ASKED 
      QUESTIONS



REPAIRS CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Loose knobs, sticking and squeaking 
doors and windows, warped cabinet 
drawers and other minor flaws detract 
from home value. Have them all fixed. 
Don’t let minor repairs be a buyer’s 
objection. For every problem seen, buyers 
believe that there will be ten more. 

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM

Display the full value of your home from 
the attic, the basement and garage by 
removing all unnecessary items. Make 
sure storage areas are as neat and clean. 
Organize items in cabinets and remove 
items to enhance spaciousness.

HARMONIZE THE ELEMENTS

Music playing softly. TV off. All lights on, 
day or night. If it’s hot out, keep your 
house cool; if it’s cold out, make sure it is 
warm inside.

BATHROOMS HELP SELL HOMES

Check and repair caulking in bathtubs and 
showers. Store as many items as possible 
to keep counters clutter-free. Make this 
room sparkle!

FIRST IMPRESSIONS ARE LASTING
 
The front door greets the prospective 
buyer. Make sure it is fresh and clean. 
Replace door mats if needed. Keep lawn 
and lawn edges trimmed and remove 
debris from the yard each day. Make sure 
that the first impression from the exterior 
of your home is a great one.

DECORATE FOR A QUICK SALE

Faded walls and woodwork reduce appeal. 
Show buyers how your home will look by 
redecorating. The result: A faster sale. 
You cannot find a better investment when 
you’re selling a house than a few cans of 
paint to brighten up the interior. 

LET THE SUN SHINE IN

Open draperies, open blinds and turn on 
the lights (even during the day). Let the 
prospect see how cheerful your home can 
be. Dark rooms do not have appeal. 

ARRANGE BEDROOMS NEATLY

Remove excess furniture. Use attractive 
bed coverings. Minimize personal items. 

SELLER’S GUIDE



YOU CAN SELL PRIDE OF OWNERSHIP

Faster and for more money: It’s called 
cleanliness and organization. A clean, 
decluttered, and organized house shows 
you care which goes a long way in making 
buyers comfortable and excited to make 
an offer.

MINIMIZE DISTRACTIONS

Trying to sell furniture or furnishings to 
potential buyers while trying to sell the 
home is very distracting. Take any price 
tags down until after your house is under 
contract.

MAKE CLOSETS LOOK BIGGER

Neat, well-organized closets show 
that there is ample space. Remove 
unnecessary clothes and other items to 
maximize appearance.

HARMONIZE THE ELEMENTS

Music playing softly. TV off. All lights on, 
day or night. If it’s hot out, keep your 
house cool; if it’s cold out, make sure it is 
warm inside.

PETS UNDERFOOT

Keep pets out of the way - preferably 
out of the house. Many people are 
uncomfortable around some animals.

SAFETY FIRST

Keep stairways clear. Avoid cluttered 
appearances and possible hazards.

NEVER STAY IN YOUR HOME WITH 
HOUSE HUNTERS

Avoid being present in your home when 
it is shown. The seller’s presence tends 
to unnerve possible buyers and can 
sometimes prevent a sale because the 
potential buyer will feel like an intruder 
and will hurry through the house. Let the 
agent handle it. Remember that agent has 
worked many hours with the prospect, 
knows what they’re looking for and how to 
work with them. Let him or her do their job 
without interference. You may feel that an 
agent won’t show the important features 
of your home to the prospect; however, the 
agent knows people aren’t sold by details 
until they’ve become emotionally involved 
with the big picture of your home. Don’t 
put this obstacle in your path – leave  
your home when buyers are coming.

Techniques to sell your house faster.

For more tips visit alexsellsrichmond.com/getting-ready



ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

MORTGAGE LENDER

Phillip Coon - The #1 C&F Mortgage Lender in Richmond

HOME PHOTOGRAPHER

https://www.tourvahomes.com

http://www.commonwealthhomesolutions.com

https://moxiemovers.com

https://www.phillipcoon.com 

Jsquared Interior Staging & Design - Professional Home Staging

Tour Virginia Homes - World Class Real Estate Photography

Commonwealth Home Solutions - Class A Contractor For Updates & Repairs

Moxie Movers

HOME STAGING

https://www.jsquaredrva.com

MOVERS

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

We use & recommend these vendors when selling your house.

- Included with our marketing

- Consultation included

4K MOVIES & 3D TOURS

Miles Agee Productions

https://www.milesagee.com

- Included with our marketing



ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
We use & recommend these vendors when selling your house.

AWARD-WINNING REALTORS

EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS
The Glaser Group provides you exclusive benefits you won’t find anywhere else!

- Free local use of our moving truck.
- Free moving boxes.
- Invites to attend multiple client parties per year.
- Access to our large library of home tools.
- Chances to enter raffles for free prizes.
- Plus much more!

View the full list at alexsellsrichmond.com/exclusive-benefits

8 years in a row!
NAMED TOP 3 REALTORS IN RICHMOND

#2 Style Weekly 2020
#1  Style Weekly 2019
#1  Style Weekly 2018
#1  Style Weekly 2017

#2 Style Weekly 2016
#3 Style Weekly 2015
#2 Style Weekly 2014

#1 Richmond Mag 2013
ThreeBestRated.com 2013-2020

View all of our awards at alexsellsrichmond.com/awards



GLASER
Long & Foster Grove
5702 Grove Ave
Richmond, VA 23226

(804) 396-3196

THE GLASER GROUP
Long & Foster Grove
5702 Grove Ave
Richmond, VA 23226

(804) 396-3196

Instagram: @WhyRichmondIsAwesome

www.alexsellsrichmond.com

Licensed in the Commonwealth of VA

Giving Back, Every Sale.

A Proud Sponsor of 


